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"I believe that every play is perfect and it is our
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responsibility to reveal and interpret that perfection. If
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you think the play is flawed or you need to "fix"
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actors trust me."

"Kelly McCready is the ideal director. Her work displays an intelligence and mastery of craft that results
in work of the highest quality. Her ability to work with actors and elicit compelling performances is a
credit to her nuanced skills as a communicator and her vision as an artist. Her textual interpretations
and production concepts are always compelling, thoughtful, and innovative. Her directing work remains
some of the most exciting work that I have seen, on both amateur and professional levels. In short, she is
a unique and visionary talent." - Jeffrey Ullom of Case Western Reserve University. Professor, Director
and Theatre Historian
"A streamlined and technically powerful production of the Ibsen classic.... I left the theatre thinking about
the courage needed to live life by your own rules, but also about the dangerously thin line between
controlling one’s own actions and partaking in cruel acts of manipulation." - Theatre is Easy review of
Hedda Gabler
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